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ABSTRACT 
In this note we show that in the extensional versions of Martin-L6f's type theories the type- 
forming operation + (disjoint union of two types; finite sum-type) is actually explicitly definable 
from other basic types and type-forming operations. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In most of  our notat ions we shall fol low Mart in -L6f  ([ML]), with some 
minor  deviat ions which are most ly self -explanatory.  We use k 0,k I instead of  
i , j  for the introduct ion constants for + ,  and write Dx, ~, Ex, y, Ry, y instead of  
(Dx, y), (Ex, y), (Rx, y). For  the ordered pair  of  x and y we write (x ,y) ;  for 
(HxeA)B ,  (~rxeA)B with x not free in B we shall write A- ,B ,  AAB respec- 
tively. Certain short cuts in the presentat ion of  p roo f  trees will be self- 
exp lanatory  (e.g. contract ion of  some steps). 
To indicate occurrence of  variables or terms in a term t we use square 
brackets:  t[x,y], t[t'] etc. Appl icat ion of  t to t '  will be written as t(t') or 
sometimes tt'; for occurrences in types indicated by capital  letters we use 
ord inary  parentheses A(x),  B(x,y) etc. Expressions such as te I (A ,s , s ' )  will 
often be written t~s=s ' ,  when A is clear f rom the context. 
Observe further that the identity types, when inhabited,  contain a unique 
element; if  C(z) : = I(I(A, a, b), r, Z) we have 
c ~ I(A, a, b) r e C(r) 
J(c, r) ~ C(c) 
r=c~I (A ,a ,b ) .  
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As observed by Martin-L6f in lectures, instead of the X-elimination constant 
E, we can add two unpairing-operators (projection operators)Po, Pl such that 
c ~ (Xx ~ A)B(x)  c ~ (27x ~ A )B(x) 
po c ~ A pl  C ~ B(PoC ) 
and the corresponding rules with equality 
c = d ~ (27x ~ A )B(x) c = d ~ (Zx ~ A )B(x) 
PoC =Po d ~ A Pl c =pld  ~ B(PoC) 
and finally 
c~A d~B(c)  c~A d~B(c)  c ~ (Xx ~ A )B(x) 
po(c ,d )  =c~A p l (c ,d )  =d~B(c)  (PoC, PaC) =c~(ZxeA)B(x) "  
To see the equivalence of the two formulations, let first E be given and put 
poC: =Ex, y(C,X) plc: =Ex, y(C,y). 
Then 
(x~A)  u~A o~B(x)  
c e (Zx ~ A )B(x) x ~ A ( u, o ) e (Xx ~ A )B(x) 
poc~ Ex, y(C,X) cA  Ex, y( ( U , o ) ,x)  = u cA  
that is to say Po(U, o)=u, and hence 
(x e A,  y e B(x) ) 
ce (27x~A)B(x)  y~B(Po(X ,y )  )
p lc -  Ex, y(c,y) ~ B(PoC) 
etc. etc. For the converse, we may define 
Ex, y( t, t'[x,y]) : = t'[Pot, p 1 t]; 
we leave the verification of the rules for Ex, y from those for P0, Pi to the 
reader. 
2. ABSURDITY AND NEGATION 
Let ML 0 be the basic system with basic types N, NI,, and type forming 
operations 27, H, 1; this might be said to be the "arithmetical part" of Martin- 
L6f's systems. ML1 is the system with a single universe U and a type of 
iterative sets as used in [A]; let ML be the full system of [ML]. 
The type N O can be identified with absurdity _1_. The recursor operator R 
permits us to define functions on N by primitive recursion, and in particular, 
for any fixed type A, a, b ~ A we have Rx, y(O ,a, b) = a, Rx, y(C', a, b) = b (x, y not 
free in b), and therefore also if 0 = 0' (= 1), then a-- b. Thus it is sufficient o 
have a single type A for which a--/:b is provable, i.e. t~a=b~ _k for some t; 
for then automatically 0g: 1. This can be done in ML1, as follows from the 
work done in [A] (cf. the fact that in Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory we do not 
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need 0 :~ 1 since one can prove 0 ~: {0}, by the very definition of the empty set 
0); however, in ML 0 we have to guarantee this by adding 0 :~ 1. For this, we 
may take No: =I(N,0,1).  For ML0 the 2--elimination rule now becomes 
provable by type-induction, that is to say for each type C we can find a term 
rC(d), such that if d~N o, then rC(d)~ C. For C-N k (k>0)  we take rC: =O k, 
for C-N we put rC: =0, for C- I (A ,a ,b )  let re(d):  =r, for C- (Z ,x~A)B(x)  
put rC(d) : = (r  A, r ~(rA) >; for C-- ( I Ix ~ A)B(x)  put rC(d) : = 2x. r e(x). Note that 
r c does not actually contain d. 
I f  in ML 0 we retain N o as a primitive, we must postulate 0:~ 1. 
3. THE k-ELEMENT TYPES 
The one-element type N 1 may be defined as I(N, 0, 0), with 01: = r. For N2 
we may put 
N2: = (2x ~ N)I(N,  n, sg(n)) 
where sg is the primitive recursive signum function of type N~N satisfying 
sg(O) =0, sg(x') =x. The elements of N2 are then given by 
01." = (0, r )  11: = (1, r ) ;  
in the following sections we shall write 0, 1 for 01, 11. For the elimination 
constant R 2 take 
R2(c, Co, cl): = Rx, y(PO¢, Co, Cl) 
(x,y not free in c o, q);  we leave it to the reader to show that this yields the 
correct elimination rules for N 2. 
27, ~,N2, A suffice to define +,  as we shall see in the following sections; 
then by a remark of Aczel [A] we might define 
N3: =N2+N1,  N4:=N3+N1 ... .  etc. 
Alternatively, we may define the N k as follows: let fk be the primitive recursive 
function satisfying fen = min (k - 1, n), and put 
Nk : = (.Sn ~ N)I(N,  n,fkn )
ik: = ( i , r )  where i is one of the numerals 0, 1 . . . . .  k - I .  
We leave it to the reader to describe the appropriate limination constants Rk. 
4. LEMMA. The type 2- ~A is a singleton. 
PROOF. This is shown by the following deduction 
f~ 2- ~A c ~ 2. g ~ 2- ~A 
c~ _t. f c~A gc~A 
c~ 2- 
Ro(c) ~ I(A,fc, gc) 
f c=gc~A 
2c . fc  = 2c. gc ~ 2- ~A 
f =c~ ± --*A 
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(the final step by an appeal to the H-equality rules, in particular ~/-conversion; 
the third line combines N0-elimination with an inference f c•A ,  gc•A,  
A type =I(A,fc, gc) type). [] 
5. LEMMA. If A is a singleton-type (i.e. if t , t 'eA  then t=t 'eA) ,  then 
f=geA~B iff for some ceA fc=gceB.  
PROOF. Easy. [] 
6. THEOREM. The finite disjoint sum operation + is explicitly definable in 
ML0. 
PROOF. From our discussion of .1. it follows that for any pair of types A,B 
we can find constant erms r A, r B such that 
We put 
X • I (N 2, 0,1) x • I (N 2,1, 0) 
r A •A  r~•B 
A + B: = (27x • Nz)[(x = 0--*A)A(x = 1 ~B)].  
The introduction constants k0, k~ for + introduction are defined by 
ko: = )tx. <0, ( )tU. X,)tu'. rB> > 
kl: =Ay. <1, <Ao. rA, Av'. y> >. 
From now on we consider deduction under the hypothesis c • A + B. Let 9 o be 
the following deduction: 
ceA+B 
u~PoC=O (1) p lc•(PoC=O~A)A(PoC=l~B)  
r•  PoC = 0 po(PlC) ~ po c = O~A 
qo : = Po(Pl c)r • A 
koqo • A + B 
(1) Au. koqo•poc=O~A + B 
The first 4 lines up to qo: =Po(PlC) r•A  form a subdeduction 9(~ with 
additional hypothesis (1). Similarly we derive by a deduction 91 
)tO. klq 1 •po c = I ~A + B; 
91 has a subdeduction 9{ (corresponding to 9d) of ql: =pl (P lc ) r•B  with 
additional assumption v e poc = 1. 
Thus 
d•N z ) .u .koqo•PoC=O~A+B J .O .k lq l•PoC=l~A+B 
f[d, c] : = R2(d, Au. koq o, ~.u. klql) •po c = d-~A + B 
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Now observe that 
f[PoC, c]r ~ A + B 
since 
f [po  c, c] e po c =Poc~ A + B r e PoC = Po c 
fLooC, c]r e A + B 
Suppose now for certain terms to, tl 
(oeA)  (weB)  
to [o] e C(koo) tl [wl e C(k 1 w). 
With Nd we get 
u epoc = 0 
r epo c = 0 
(u e poc = 0) f[0,  c]r = (2u. koqo)r e A + B. 
to[qo] e C(koqo) re  koqo =f(0, c)r 
~u. to[qo] ePoC = 0--" C(f[0, c]r) 
And similarly with 91' 
Ao. tl [ql] ePoC= 1~ C(f[1, c]r) 
and thus by N2-elimination 
PoCeN2 2u- to [qo] ePoC=O-~C(f[O, c]r) 20. t 1 [ql] ePoC= 1 ~ C(f[1, c]r) 
f*[c] : = R2(PoC , ~.u. t o [qo], 20. t 1 [ql ]) e PoC = Po c~ CO~'[Po c, c]r) 
and hence 
f*[c] e C(f[poc, c])r; 
we put 
Du, w(C, to[v], tl [wl): = (f*Ic])r; 
it remains to be shown that 
f[PoC, C]r = c e A + B, 
which requires a repeated appeal to extensionality. 
Still assuming ceA + B, let poc=0.  Then f[PoC, C]r=f[O,c]r=koqoeA +B. 
Also 
p lc  e (0 = 0~A)A(1 = 0~B) ,  
so po(P lC)e (O=O~A) .  Since 0=0 is a singleton, elements of  0=0- - ,A  are 
equal if they yield the same value on r. Now koq o = (0, (2u.Po(Plc)r ,2u' .  r B) ) 
and 
po(koqo)  = o 
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Pl (koqo) = ( ~,U .po(Pl c)r, )~u'. r e) 
Po(Pl (koqo) ) = AU. Po(pl c)r 
Po(Pl (koqo))r = Po(Pa c)r, 
hence P0(PI c) =P0(Pl(k0q0)). 
On the other hand pl (PaC)~l=O~B,  pl(koqo)el=O-~B; so both terms 
represent mappings with empty domain and are therefore qual (lemma 4), and 
thus 
Pl(koqo) =Pl(Pl  c) e 1 = O~B. 
With Z-equality 
Po(Pl(koqo)) =Po(PlC) e 0 = O~A pl(Pl(koqo)) =pl(P l  c) e 0 = 1--*B 
Pl (koqo) =Pl c e (0 = 0~A)A(0 = 1 ~B)  
and then, again with po c = 0 
Po(koqo)=poc~N2 p l (koqo)=p lce(O=O~A)A(O=l~B)  
f [O,c] r=ceA + B 
Similarly starting from po c = 1 we find 
f [1 ,c ] r=ceA + B 
and thus taking for i = 0, 1 
C'O) : = po c = i~  I(A + B,f[i, c]r, c) 
we have 
po c eN 2 Aw. r e C'(0) ;tw'. r e C'(1) 
g: = R2(PoC, J.W. r, 2 w'. r) ~ C'(PoC) 
and hence with repoc=poc 
gr ~ I(A + B,f[PoC, c]r, c); 
so we have established +-elimination for terms; +-elimination for equalities 
and +-equality rules now follow easily. [] 
7. PROPOSITION. + is unique up to isomorphism. 
PROOF. Let +,  + ' be two operations on types having all the properties of 
disjoint sum postulated in ML0; and let k0, kl, D; k~, k~, D 'be  the respective 
introduction and elimination constants. Then tc.D(c,k~,k~) is a bijection 
from A + B to A '+ B', with inverse 2c. D'(c, k 0, kl). 
First of all, one readily sees that from c eA  +B we get Dx, y(C, k~x,k~y)e 
A + 'B), and moreover Dx.y(koa, k~x, k~y) = k~a, Dx, y(k lb, k6x, k~y) = k~ b for 
- -  t t ! a e A, b e B; similarly for D'.  Now put f :  - 2c. D~y(Du, o(c, kou, k l o), kox, k ly)) 
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then 
(aeA)  
f (koa ) = koa ff A + B 
(b e B) 
f (k lb  ) = k ib  eA  + B 
c e A + B r e f (koa  ) = koa r e f (k  I b) = k 1 b 
etc. etc. [] 
Da, b(C, r, r) e c =fc  
fc=c~A + B 
8. FINAL REMARKS 
It should be noted that the definability of + in ML is analogous to the proof 
of definability of v in a natural deduction formulation of intuitionistic first- 
order arithmetic HA (cf. IT], 1.3.7) 
The treatment of the various type forming operations in Martin-L6f's 
theories is very similar to the characterization f various kinds of inverse and 
direct limit in category theory; for example, from this point of view, 
proposition 7 is nothing else but the uniqueness of co-products in a category. 
The correctness of our definition of + in terms of N2, X, -0, A depends 
essentially on the extensional character of equality in the systems considered; 
for the intensional theory ML~ considered in [DT] the definition no longer 
works, as may be seen by interpreting ML0 in APP and interpreting APP in 
the model of the partial recursive functions: there are many g6delnumbers for 
functions with empty domain. 
Finally, in the stronger systems uch as ML, we can take for types A,B  
belonging to some universe U a simpler definition for A +B, namely 
(XX ~ N2)R 2(x, A, B). 
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